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Abstract: 
 

Data are presented from 15 prescribed fires of forest slash in the  
Pacific Northwest.  Total energies varied between 3 and 35 TeraJoules 
(TJ}, maximum flame powers, P, between 0.4 and 6.9 GigaWatts (GW), and 
highest observed plume-top altitudes, Zo, between 700 and 3000 meters 
above the burn sites.  For these fires a two-parameter empirical model 
gave Zm ≈ 1403 P0.36 meters, with rms errors of 390 meters.  Terrain 
effects appear to be significant. 
 
We discuss a force-balance plume model as a framework for better 
measurements, when they become available. 
 
 

Introduction: 
 
To assist predictions of plume dispersion from large natural fires, and from 
prescribed burns of forest debris, the US Forest Service studied smoke plumes 
and their dispersions from 23 prescribed slash fires in the Pacific Northwest 
[Hardy et al, 1993].  Of these tests 15 provided substantially complete 
observations of the maximum plume heights, plume range, fuel mix, burning 
protocols, power output, and atmospheric stability.  We summarize these data and 
discuss their implications to plume-rise and dispersion models that attempt to 
describe gigaWatt thermal plumes in the troposphere. 
 
In the following sections we review earlier work on plume-rise models, present 
and discuss the present data, and suggest protocols for future observations.  In 
Appendices we discuss some problems with data reduction and a semi-empirical, 
Lagrangian-puff force-balance model that incorporates explicit temperature 
soundings and accounts for momentum overshoot and turbulent dispersion above the 
levels of neutral buoyancy.  
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A Short Review: 
 
The classic plume study is by Morton et al [1956] who solved equations 
conserving mass, momentum, and buoyancy of a two-dimensional Lagrangian plume.  
Carrier et al [1985] and Manins [1985] separately revised this approach in 
different ways and applied it to data from several large fires, with moderately 
good results. 
 
Penner et al [1985] demonstrated reasonable results with a numerical, three-
dimensional Eulerian model that included effects of vorticity and condensation, 
implemented on a supercomputer at grid resolutions of a few meters.  They 
suggested that the apparent skills of lower-dimensional approaches may be 
fortuitous, owing to those models' neglect of higher-order terms.   
 
Heikes et al [1990] applied a similar three-dimensional numerical model to 
explore the contrasts between very large fires [radii > 5 km] and smaller fires 
[radii < 1 km], the latter approximating forest-slash burns in the Pacific 
Northwest.  They concluded that plume-rise dynamics in "small" fires are 
relatively more affected by entrainment and by the total instantaneous power 
release, rather than by the power per unit area.  As we describe below, this 
also appears to be the case with the present data. 
 
Latham [1994] reports a one-dimensional, Eulerian, diabatic plume model with 
parameterized entrainment of forest slash.  It may be remarked that one-
dimensional Eulerian models do not conserve mass; the practical effect of this, 
however, may be small compared with other uncertainties. 
 
[mention recent papers here.] 
 
None of the more recent numerical efforts reports systematic investigations of 
predicted plume heights and dispersions in terms of reasonably measurable data: 
the powers and power densities, fuel densities and moisture, and the 
atmosphere's dry and dew-point temperature structure.  All require significant 
computational overhead.  Comparisons with real data are cursory, because such 
data are absent or poor.  All of these models are data-limited, and none can 
reasonably claim greater skill in predicting maximum plume heights than does 
Manins' simpler approach, except through intuitive arguments that inclusion of 
more physical detail "ought to" do better. 
 
 
Present Data: 
 
Table I summarizes the 15 burn-sites of the present study, their ignition dates 
and times, and their mean elevations in meters above mean sea level [m(ASL)].  
Table II summarizes observations of the observed highest plume heights, and 
estimates of the total burn energies, maximum flame powers, total site areas, 
the flaming areas at the times of maximum power, and the atmosphere's 
temperature lapse rates. 
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Table I: Sites 

 
                 Location      Burn date/time    Site 
     Unit        Lat     Lng       Date   PDT   m(ASL)  
===================================================== 
  1  PG9      46.594 121.296   06/18/91 15:09   1,609 
  2  PG14     46.591 121.297   06/18/91 16:03   1,609 
  3  PN12     47.075 121.195   06/19/91 11:21   1,402 
  4  SKY11    47.109 121.380   06/19/91 13:24   1,219 
  5  ASTRO3   43.398 122.374   06/07/91 09:33   1,237 
  6  UPC8     43.820 122.197   06/07/91 11:15   1,524 
  7  FLY1     43.831 122.156   06/07/91 11:12   1,402 
  8  COY5     43.638 122.232   06/08/91 11:24   1,195 
  9  LS1      43.854 122.166   06/08/91 13:30   1,420 
 10  JJ3      44.352 122.141   06/08/91 12:12   1,280 
 11  TRP3     44.502 122.102   06/08/91 12:33   1,433 
 12  NH2      44.160 122.065   06/08/91 15:30     610 
 13  SKO21    43.897 122.077   06/26/91 16:10     896 
 14  SUN2     44.347 121.973   06/26/91 15:36   1,109 
 15  NIAG5    45.233 123.630   07/27/91 06:45     488 
 
 
Table II: Data Summary 
 
             Max   Total    Max  Total    Area         
           Plume    Burn  Flame   Site   @ Max         
       Rise  Energy  Power   Area   Power  -dT/dZ 
            Zo(m)  E(TJ)   P(GW)  A(ha)  Am(ha) (K/km) 
====================================================== 
 1  PG9     1439    8.9    1.2    11.7    4.8    -99 
 2  PG14     982    4.1    0.5     5.3    2.7    -99 
 3  PN12    1646    6.6    1.9     5.7    5.2    -99 
 4  SKY11   3048   15.3    4.3     9.3    8.1    -99 
 5  ASTRO3  2421   22.4    5.6    20.6   19.5    6.6 
 6  UPC8    1981    6.5    2.2     6.5    4.1    6.6 
 7  FLY1    1646    2.7    1.3     4.0    3.8    6.6 
 8  COY5     939   10.3    1.7     9.3    5.0    5.0 
 9  LS1     1323   11.1    2.0    12.1   11.5    5.0 
10  JJ3     1738   14.8    1.4     9.7    5.2    5.0 
11  TRP3    1463   13.5    1.4     8.9    7.5    5.0 
12  NH2     2133   11.2    1.5    12.5    6.0    5.0 
13  SKO21   2152   10.0    1.1    10.5    6.2    3.2 
14  SUN2     720    2.9    0.4     3.2    2.3    3.2 
15  NIAG5   2560   35.2    6.9   17.4    15.0    5.8 
           ----- 

           <Zo> = 1804 meters [average observed plume rise] 
 
The observed highest plume-rise heights, [Zo], were estimated visually by 
observers in light aircraft.  Data were recorded as feet above mean sea level 
(ASL) for the highest point along the plume, rounded to the nearest 500 feet, a 
process that introduces root-mean-square [rms] uncertainties of about 40 meters.  
In Table II these highest plume heights are converted without further round-off 
to meters above the burn-site elevations listed in Table I.  Random and 
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systematic errors combine to overall plume-top uncertainties of about 100 
meters.   
 
The total burn energies [E(TJ)] and peak powers [P(GW)] in Table II derive from 
an Emissions Production Model [EPM] of the US Forest Service [Sandberg and 
Peterson, 1984] that estimates the evolution of a prescribed fire's power and 
emissions from measurements of the fuel loading, type, and dryness, with a 
specified burn schedule1.   
 
The total burn-site areas [A(ha)] in Table II were recorded in integer acres, 
converted here to hectares.  The flaming areas at maximum power [Am(ha)] were 
estimated as the total site areas [A(ha)] times the fraction of the total energy 
that had been released at the time of the peak power, as estimated by the EPM. 
 
The atmospheric lapse-rate coefficients, Γ = -dT/dZ were estimated between 
the 850 and 700 mb pressure altitudes [roughly 1540 and 3090 meters above sea 
level] from 12Z [4 PM PST] soundings at Spokane [for burn sites in eastern 
Washington], or Salem [for sites in western Oregon], when these soundings were 
available.  Default entries of -99 flag missing data.  It should be noted that 
the 11 non-default entries in Table II derive from only four independent 
soundings, for which the average was 5.2 K/km.   
 
Sequential multiple correlations of the observed highest plume-rise [Zo] data in 
Table II reveal a highest correlation [r = 0.73] with the peak power [P], a 
marginal residual correlation with burn-site elevations, and no significant 
residual variance attributable to the peak-power densities [P/Am], as might be 
initially be expected.  Both numerical and theoretical models also suggest 
substantial independence of maximum plume rise to power densities2, as we shall 
discuss in later paragraphs. 
 
 
Analyses: 
 
An empirical model can be constructed immediately by assuming the modeled 
highest plume rise [Zm] to vary with the observed peak flame power [P], raised 
to some exponent, B, as: 
 
       Zm ≈ A [P(GW)]B      [1] 
 
By minimizing the sums of squared differences between the observations [Zo] and  
model [Zm] one gets3 
 
             A = 1403 ± 126 meters     [2a] 
             B = 0.36 ± 0.08      [2b] 
    RMS[Zo-Zm] = 390 meters      [2c] 
  RMS[1-Zm/Zo] = 28%       [2d] 
                     R2 = 1 - Σ[Zo(i)-Zm(i)]2 / Σ[Zo(i) -<Zo>]2  [2e] 

                       
1 Note that 1 TJ = 1012 Joules, 1 GW = 109 Watts, and 1 hectare [ha] = 104 m2 = 
2.47 acres. 
2 Consider an ordinary kitchen match, which briefly delivers about one hundred 
times the peak power densities of Table II, though its plume does not rise much 
more than one meter. 
3 There are some subtleties in obvious-seeming regressions that are discussed 
briefly in Appendix A. 
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Figure 1 displays a scattergram comparison between the observed [Zm(obs) = Zo] 
and modeled [Zm(mod) = Zm] maximum plume rise, from equation [1] with the 
parameters of equations [2a,e]. 
 
 

 
 Figure 1 
 Scattergram of modeled [Z(mod)] and observed [Z(obs)] 
      highest plume rise from the 15 fires of Tables I and II.   
      The square points are “outliers” discussed in Appendix A. 

 
From the form of equation [1] and the 28% residual errors between the model and 
observations an upper-limit for the relative errors of peak-flame powers, P, as 
estimated by the EPM model, is about 28% / 0.36 ≈ 78%.   
 
It is interesting to compare equation [1] with the prediction of an ab initio 
force-balance model by Manins [1985], who considered conservation of mass, 
momentum, and buoyancy in a stably stratified environment, with assumptions 
about entrainment, to arrive at estimates for the heights of neutral buoyancy, 
Zn: 
 

  Zn = A [P(GW)]1/4       [3] 
 

Note, please, that the data of this study are for observed maximum plume 
heights, Zo, which exceed Zn, owing to momentum overshoot and turbulent 
dispersion.  Ignoring this temporarily, regressing the same data into equation 
[3] gives: 
 
                    Zm = [1430 ± 129] [P(GW)]1/4    meters    [4a] 
with         RMS[Zo-Zm]= 434 m       [4b] 
          RMS[1-Zm/Zo] = 30%        [4c] 
                   R2 = 0.52        [4d] 
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Manins also compared his model, again with plume-top observations, and some 
approximate peak-power estimates from 18 natural fires, volcanic eruptions, and 
wartime firestorms, ranging in peak powers from 20 to 600,000 GW, and plume-top 
altitudes between 3 and 46 km.  From these we have selected 14 of the better-
seeming examples, with which Manins' equation [3] also achieved an RMS[1-Zm/Zo] 
of 30%.  It is interesting to note that [3] appears to hold moderately well with 
plume-top heights extending well into the stratosphere.  That is, with peak 
flame powers up to and exceeding 105 GW, Zo is insensitive to the atmosphere’s 
temperature profile.   
 
In Appendix B we discuss a kinetic force-balance model that accounts for a 
corrected plume-top heights, Zm, including overshoot and puff dispersion, from 
which we have derived complete trajectories, figure 2.  Fitting that model to 
the present data, with two parameters determined by least-squares regression, 
gave scores that did not differ significantly from those of the empirical 
regression of equations 2.  [See Appendix B] 
 

 
 

Figure 2 
 
 Typical plume trajectories, as described by a force 

balance model in Appendix B.  Blue lines are puff-center  
heights.  Red bars bracket plume widths, and the black  
horizontal lines show the observed maximum plume-top  
heights, Zo, above the ignition sites. 

 
 
The model of Appendix B is “nice”, however, in that it shows Zn, the horizon on 
neutral buoyancy, to vary with P1/4 [as P tends to infinity], and Zm varying with 
P0.36, as is observed when 1 < P[GW] < 10, roughly the range of the present data.  
The model adapts to ambient temperature profiles, Γ(z), when they are available, 
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but with the data of Table II its skill did not increase above that achieved by 
inserting an altitude-independent, mean value only, <Γ> = 0.0052 K/m.   
 
 
Terrain: 
 
In the Pacific Northwest forests grow in complex terrain.  The burn sites of the 
present study were predominantly located on the lateral slopes of alpine river 
valleys, with those at the higher elevations associated with the upper ends of 
narrower valleys.  Prescribed slash-burns are commonly ignited in the late 
morning, with up-valley thermal winds that are locally amplified by heat release 
from the fires.  Their plumes do not rise solely from thermal buoyancy, but are 
significantly accelerated by up-valley convergence of horizontal winds. 
 
Note also that the plume-rise heights listed in Table II are for aircraft 
observed maximum heights, Zo, above the elevations of the burn sites, measured 
at various distances downwind of those sites, and typically above higher terrain 
that at ignition.  The present data therefore contain unknown positive-Z biases 
above what would be expected from buoyancy only, if measured above level 
terrain.  This effect can be detected [marginally] in the present data with an 
apparently significant correlation [r = 0.45±0.334] between the residues and 
burn-site elevations, after accounting for the modeled plume rise, Zm. 
 
 
Better Data: 
 
In any further field campaign to gather data from Gigawatt fires in complex 
terrain, it would be greatly useful if every fire were accompanied by local, 
contemporaneous atmospheric temperature soundings, time-lapse photography, more 
precise site-locations [±0.0001 degrees of latitude and longitude, please], and 
on-site observers logging the local winds, burn protocols, and times of maximum 
flame power. 
 
Summary: 
 
Data are presented from 15 prescribed fires of forest slash in the Pacific 
Northwest.  Total energies varied between 3 and 35 TeraJoules, maximum flame 
powers between 0.4 and 6.9 GigaWatts, and maximum plume altitudes between 700 
and 3000 meters above the burn sites.  Simple plume-rise models achieving 
relative errors of about 26%, neglecting terrain.  With these data a low-order 
correction for atmospheric stabilities gave no significant added skill.  
Corrections for terrain-driven vertical motions appear to be significant. 
 

                       
4 The standard error [σ(r) ≈ 0.33] conservatively assumes 9 net degrees of 
freedom, equal to 15 observations minus two modeled parameters [A and B] minus 
4 additional parameters for the means and standard deviations of the two data 
arrays. 
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Appendix A: The Regressions. 
 
With a postulated model of the form Zm ≈ A PB, an obvious approach would  
be to fit data [Zo(i) and P(i), i=1 to 15]] to a linear regressions of the form 
Y(i)= A + B X(i), with Y(i) = Log[Zm(i)] and X = Log[P(i)].  This approach, 
however, introduces several subtleties, including an unattractive net bias 
between the averages of the observed <Zo> and modeled <Zm>.  Perhaps more 
seriously with the present data, we do not know the relative errors in Y(i) and 
X(i) and have no a priori recipe to determine the best variance to minimize.   
 
After thrashing around for a bit we have elected instead to seek minima directly 
with respect to A and B in non-linear functions of the form:  
 
  V = Σ[Zo(i)-Zm(i)]2 = Σ[Zo(i) - A P(i)B]2   [5] 
 
using a variant of Powell’s algorithm [Press, et al, 1986], and to estimate 
standard errors as  
 

SE(A) = {Σ[dA/dn]2}1/2    SE(B) = {Σ[dB/dn]2}1/2   [6] 
 

by sequentially omitting from the sums [i.e. “jack-knifing”] each of the 
n = 1 to 15 observations, one at a time.   
 
This recipe both eliminates the problem of net bias between averaged 
observations and model, and by examining the magnitudes of the dA/dn and dB/dn 
one can show [in the present case] that the derived A and B are insensitive 
to the largest “outliers” [see figure 1], independently of whether they may have 
been generated by errors in the observed plume rise, Zo(i) or peak powers, P(i).   
 
Including outliers, we get: 
 
 Zm (meters) = [1403 ± 126] [P(GW)]0.36 ± 0.08]     [7a] 
With          R^2 = 0.61  = 1 - Σ[Zo-Zm]2 / Σ[Zo -<Zo>]2   [7b] 
               σZ = <V1/2> = 390 meters.        [7c] 
 
All standard errors quoted above were computed with the full data set, including 
outliers5.   
 
 
Appendix B: A "Next Higher Approximation": 
 
The driving force of the present study was a hope that increased skill in 
predicting plume dispersions could be demonstrated by including additional 
information from atmospheric temperature soundings.  Many on-site observers 
report plumes from modest fires that top out below stable atmospheric 
inversions, and common sense suggests that adequate lapse-rate data should 
contribute to increased skill with plume-top estimates.  There is a hope that 
the database of fires with contemporary and co-located soundings will grow in 

                       
5   With the three outlier data pairs omitted, A = 1381± 96 and B = 0.33±0.04, 
R2 = 0.77 and σZ = 240 meters.  Note that these A and B agree with those from 
the full data set, within their standard errors. 
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size and precision.  Perhaps it is now time to construct one more model that may 
shed some insight into what we may hope for, and the observational precisions 
that may be necessary to support higher-order models. . 
 
In the paragraphs that follow we describe a simple, semi-empirical, two-
dimensional Lagrangian algorithm that permits efficient computation of plume 
dynamics and temperatures, with specific attention to a "next higher 
approximation" that includes information about the atmosphere's temperature 
structure.  We compare skill scores from this model, and the increments of skill 
that might be obtained with better data.  We discuss this model's limits and 
approximations, and the ways that it might include more physics, as the data 
require.   
 
Let's begin, as with Manin’s approach, in Lagrangian coordinates with a force 
balance on a puff of smoke, for which mass times acceleration is set equal to 
the buoyancy, minus the entrainment drag, minus aerodynamic drag: 
 
      ρ V dW/dt  =  g V δρ - W ρ dV/dt - 1/2 Cd ρ A W^2     [8a] 
     
In equation [8a]: 
 
              ρ  =  the atmospheric density of a Lagrangian smoke puff,  
                    as a function of time, t, and altitude, z. 
       
        δρ  =  the density difference between the surrounding air and  
                    the puff interior.     
       
              V  =  the volume of the puff.  
 
         W  =  the vertical velocity of the puff. 
        
         g  =  the gravitational constant,  9.8 m/s^2. 
        
         Cd =  a dimensionless aerodynamic drag coefficient 
        
         A  =  the area of the top face of the puff. 
      
 
Further, let  T  = the ambient temperature 
 
and          δT  = the temperature difference between the interior  
                   of the puff and the ambient air.  Positive δT denotes 
                   positive buoyancy.  
 
and           Ř  = a characteristic radius of a [fictitious and artificial] 
                   spherically symmetric, Gaussian puff, characterized by an 
                   effective volume and cross-sectional area given by 
      
          V = 4/3 π Ř^3  and  A = π Ř^2 
 
Later we will reinterpret Ř as an “effective turbulence length”, and the 
artificial geometric factors will be absorbed into a regression. 
 
Let us further define a radially symmetric eddy-diffusivity coefficient, K, such 
that: 
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               K = 1/2 d(Ř^2)/dt = Ř dŘ/dt    m2/s 
 
and postulate6 K ≈ ε Ř |W|              
        
with           ε = a dimensionless "turbulence intensity factor" that  
                   will be discussed in a later paragraphs. 
        
Allowing for puff expansion by entrainment only, 
 
          dŘ/dt  ≈ ε |W|                  
 
      δρ/ρ  ≈ - δT/T      
    
and (1/V)(dV/dt) ≈ 3 ε |W|/Ř              [9] 
 
Note at this time, please, that equation [9] neglects additional diffusivity 
produced by horizontal shear, and barostatic terms affecting the puff's 
expansion and compression with changing altitudes and temperatures.  These and 
other simplifications will be discussed in later paragraphs. 
     
After substitutions equation [8] transforms to 
 
          dW/dt = g [δT/T] - [3 ε W|W| + (3/8) Cd W^2] / R    [8b] 
 
We now require an equation describing the time dependence of [δT/T] as the puff 
rises.  For notational convenience, let 
 
          Φ(t,z)= [δT/T]  
 
then     dΦ/dt =  -W {[Γp(z) - Γa(z)]/T(z)} - Φ (1/V)(dV/dt)  [10]   
 
where      Γp(z) = -dTp/dZ    and    Γa(z) = -dTa/dZ 
 
Γp(z is the thermodynamic lapse rate [degK/m] within the puff, as a function of 
altitude, z.  Temporarily excluding condensation, this is the atmosphere’s dry 
adiabatic lapse rate, ≈ 0.010 degK/m.  Note that at saturation a "moist pseudo-
adiabat" may typically be about 0.002-0.004 degK/m.  The globally averaged 
ambient lapse rate is about 0.0063 degK/m.  Similarly, Γa(z) is the ambient 
lapse rate, outside the puff, to be determined by experimental soundings.   
 
The {} term in equation [10] accounts for thermodynamic cooling as the puff  
rises and expands.  This is a static function of the atmosphere's temperature 
structure, only.  It is notationally convenient to define this "forcing 
function" as: 
 
   F(z) = {[Γp(z) - Γa(z)]/T(z)}  (m^-1)     [11] 
 
For the special case with constant lapse rates, F(z) is approximately  
Fo ≈[0.010 - 0.0063]/300 ≈ 1.2 x 10^-5 (m^-1).  [g Fo]^1/2 is the “Brunt- 

                       
6  Note that measurements and theory confirm K in the form Rα ,with α varying 
continuously between 0.5 in the microscale [R << 0.01 m] and 2 at global 
scales[R >> 10 km].  Empirically, α ≈ 1 when [30 < R < 300 meters].  [Turner, 
1967]  
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Vaisala frequency”, about 0.01 sec^-1. 
 
The second term on the right of equation [10] accounts for volumetric mixing of 
the puff with ambient air.  We have already evaluated a characteristic time for 
this in equation [9]; so after substitutions  
 

           dW/dt =  gΦ - [3εW|W| + (3/8) Cd W^2] / Ř     [12] 
 
      dΦ/dt =  -W F(z) - [3ε|W|/ Ř] Φ     [13] 
 
To complete the model we need only add   
 
      dz/dt =  W         [14] 
      
and      dŘ/dt = ε |W|        [15] 
      
 
The full recipe is: 
 

1.  Specify the coefficients ε and Cd of equation [12]. 
  
 2.  Specify F(z), the atmospheric "forcing function", of equation [11]. 
  

3.  Initialize the lower boundary conditions for W(0), Φ(0), Ř(0),  
    and z(0). 

  
4.  Simultaneously integrate equations [12]-[15] to solve for W(t), 
    Φ(t), Ř(t) and z(t).   Stop, if you wish, when z(t) is stationary,  
    or at the first maximum. 

 
The parameters: 
At this point, the model has two unknown parameters [ε and Cd], and three lower 
boundary conditions [Ř(0),W(0), and Φ(0)].  What do we do about them? 
 
Various measurements of unstable turbulence produced by horizontal wind shear 
near the surface suggest values for the "turbulence intensity coefficient", ε, 
in the range 0.05-0.20 [Arya, 1984, 2001].  Briggs [1975] suggests a "volume 
entrainment coefficient", β = 3ε = 0.143 for a stabilized plume top in a 
stratified environment, which is consistent with the lower range of the 
turbulence intensities cited by Arya.  For this note, we accept Briggs’ value 
and ε = 0.143/3 ≈ 0.05 as a “standard case”7. 
 
Schlichting [1960] and Batchelor [1967] summarized experiments with fully 
developed turbulence around spheres and cylinders at high Reynolds numbers in 
air, from which "aerodynamic drag coefficients", Cd, lay in the range  
0.1 - 0.7.  For a “standard case” let Cd = 0.48.  
        
Ř(z), a “puff radius”, may alternatively be thought as scale length of the 
largest radial eddy that is effective in distorting a plume's shape and 

                       
7 These a priori guesses are consistent with an a posteriori result from a 
regression to estimate ε and Cd from the data.  
8   With this “standard case”, the aerodynamic and entrainment drags are 
approximately equal.   
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entraining the surrounding air.  Near the earth's surface this scale is 
approximately von Karman's constant [k = 0.40] times the puff's altitude, z.   
As the puff rises, Ř(z) grows linearly with z until the nascent puff detaches 
from the surface, at kz ≈ Řo, a “constant” that we will later show is 
proportional to ε, and that Řo/ε is only weakly dependent on Φo and the maximum 
combustion power, P. 
 
From mass conservation, the upwards velocity, W(z), must be zero at surface,  
but only a few meters above this, at some effective lower-boundary height that 
is close to Řo, strong inward convergence around a fire's periphery generates 
upward velocities of tens of meters or more per second.  It therefore seems 
reasonable to initialize an upward velocity with some finite value, perhaps of 
an initial steady-state solution of [12]: 
 
 Wo ≈ {g Ro Φo) / [3 ε + 3/8 Cd]}^1/2         [16] 
  
Generally, we do not know δT(Zo) [or Φo = δT/T|o], which are measures of the 
instantaneous power release at the time of each puff's formation.  We do, 
however, have an Emissions Production Model [EPM] that estimates the time-
resolved burn powers from prescribed fires of forest slash [Sandberg and 
Peterson, 1984].  Assuming linearity between incremental puff-temperatures and  
peak combustion powers9, we may approximate: 
 

  Φ(Zo) = δT/T|o ≈ D  P        [17] 
 

We can evaluate D  and Řo by minimizing the residual variance between the model 
and observations, with Zm taken as the first maxima of z+Ř(z) of equations [12-
15].  By this route the “best” values were found at: 
 

               D  =  0.07  ± 0.03 (GW^-1).      [18a] 
               Řo = 46.   ± 7 meters,       [18b] 
  RMS[Zo-Zm] = 388 meters       [18c] 
     RMS[1-Zm/Zo] = 28%         [18d] 
          R^2= 61%         [18e] 
 
Sample z(t) trajectories from equations 12-15 are shown in figure 2. 
 
Not too surprisingly, since both were derived with two-parameter regressions of 
the same data, the scores achieved by this route are not significantly different 
from the relative errors that were achieved by the much simpler regression 
equation [1].  Some extra insight has been achieved, however, through the 
model’s structure and its prompt success with physically plausible ab initio 
guesses for Řo, D, ε, and Cd, and through the relative stability of the 
resulting mean relative errors to variations of these parameters10. 

                       
 
9   From dimensional analysis it can be argued that Φo “should” vary as P2/3 .  
Our model is less skillful with this assumption than with a simpler linear 
assumption, which Manins assumed also.   
10 The standard errors cited in equations 16 were estimated from the curvatures 
of the minimized potential, corrected for disposable degrees of freedom.  It 
should be emphasized, however, all of these estimates result from an idealized 
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This model, moreover, adds a framework to permit [one hopes] more skillful 
plume-rise predictions that incorporate specific information about the 
atmosphere’s temperatures structure, though F(z) in equation [11] and [13].  
 
Of interest also is the model's prediction of the logarithmic slopes, B,  
as in equation [1].  For the parameters of [18a-d] the logarithmic slope 
coefficient, B, is 0.33 for peak powers ranging between 1 and 10 GW.  The 
empirical value from equations [1] and [2a,e] is statistically indistinguishable 
from this, with B = 0.34 ± 0.03. 
 
Again, not too much should be made of this agreement, as both models have been 
regressed against the same data 11.  What has been achieved is a framework 
within which better data may be placed, when they become available. 
 
Before leaving this Appendix it should be noted again that equations [12]-[15] 
deliberately omit other physics that operate only at higher order.  For example, 
the right-hand side of equation [13] might also contain a term to account for 
barostatic expansion: +(1/3)W R/Hd , where Hd is the density scale height of the 
atmosphere [about 11 km].  The |W| term that appears in [12 and [15] might be 
modified to account for a contribution to the eddy diffusivity from horizontal 
shear, which continues to operate near the top of the plume rise, when the 
vertical shear is falling towards zero.  We have explored these and other 
complications, which appear to be of lower order than can be resolved by our 
data. 
 
The thermodynamic equation [13] might be expanded to include a diabatic term due 
to water vapor condensation.  In this case two additional equations must also be 
added to account for exchange of water vapor between the puff and its 
environment, and for the exchange between vapor and condensed water, both liquid 
and ice.  We have not explored these complications, judging from the relative 
success of the simpler model that condensation effects are likely not 
significant with the present plumes.  The addition of condensation terms is 
straightforward, however, when better data may warrant it. 
 
 
An Analytical Variant: 
 
Equation [13] permits an analytical solution in the special case where  
F(z) = {[Γp(z) - Γa(z)]/T(z)} is a constant, Fo.  This is often a fairly good 
approximation. 
 
The transforming the independent variable of equation [13] from time, t, to 
altitude, z, arrives at 
 

  dΦ/dξ = -Fo -3 Φ / ξ       [19] 
 
where        ξ = Řo/ε + z        [20] 
 
With lower boundary condtions: 
 

                                                                          
numerical formalism applied to an artificial model: true uncertainties are 
surely larger.   
11  Some further details of the model and regressions are given in Appendix A. 
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ξo = Řo/ε   and   Φ(ξo) = Φo     [21] 
 
Equation [11b] integrates exactly to  
 

 Φ(ξ) = (ξ/4){[Fo + 4Φo/ξo][ξo/ξ]^4 - Fo}     [22] 

           ≈ {Φo][ξo/ξ]^3    [Z << Zn]      
 
From [22] the altitude of neutral buoyancy, at Φ(ξn) = 0, is: 
 
 ξn = ξo [1 + 4Φo^3/Fo/ξo]]1/4       [23] 
 
Substituting from [20] and [21], in the limit z >> Řo/ε, equation [23] reduces 
to: 
 
  Zn = A P1/4    

      ≈ {4 D /Fo (Řo/ε)3]1/4} [P(GW)]1/4     [24] 
                        ≈ 1402 [P(GW)]1/4  meters       
 
This is just Manins’ equation, [2].   
 

With D = 0.073 [GW]^-1, Fo = 1.5 x 10^-5 m^-1, Ř = 46.3 m, and ε = 0.05, then  
A ≈ 1402 m/GW1/4, which is consistent with the value of A = 1430±129 m/GW^14 from 
the direct regression of our data in equations [2] and [3].  Note, however that 
the large-Z limit [Zn > Ř/ε ≈ 926 m] is not well met for the smaller fires of 
Table II. 
 
Equation [24] sheds further light on the sensitivity of height of neutral 
buoyancy  to Fo [or (Γp - Γa)], from which a 20% positive increment in Γa [from 
0.005 to 0.006 K/m] is associated with a 5% decrement in Zn.  For a 1 GW puff, 
this would amount to about -50 meters, which is less than the observational 
precision of the present data, about ±100m.  
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